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BMW's fly-by-wire, EML throttle control was
introduced in 1988 with the 750iL BMW and its 12cylinder M70 B50 engine. The same engine is found
in 850 models, also with EML (electronic throttle

control). Although simple in concept—open throttle

to speed up engine, or close throttle to slow down
engine_electronic throttle control is in reality quite
complex. It is linked to various controls units
which interact with the EML computer to control
throttle angle. These control units are: DME, EML,
ABS/ASC+T, and EGS. The instrument cluster is
also connected to the EML because it supplies a
vehicle-speed signal. Integration of these control
units provides total vehicle control during driving.
The EML system is involved in the following
operations:

• Automatic throttle synchronization of both engine
cylinder banks, throughout the engine speed range,
• Integration with ASC to control vehicle stability,

• Idle-speed control via throttle-plate-opening

angles,

• Cruise control without extra linkages or ECU,
• Throttle-opening curves to match the EGS-program selection switch, and
• Emergency failsafe operation.
The EML computer controls the throttle-actuator

motor based upon engine temperature, climate con

point characteristics, or cruise-control requests. A

bi-directional current flow through the throttlemotor winding opens or closes the throttle valve.

During opening operation, the throttle motor is
always working against closing pressure from the
return spring. The mechanical closing force of the

return spring provides failsafe operation in the
event of a failure in the EML control system.

The EML unit also employs sensors for feedback
to monitor pedal position, throttle angle, and brakepedal activation. The EGS unit provides a low volt
age signal to the EML unit whenever the "Sport"
program switch is selected. The EML unit then
adjusts throttle-opening curves to match the trans
mission's sporty shift characteristics.

EML also plays a part in overall vehicle stability,
by controlling maximum engine speed and vehicle
speed. EML limits the engine speed to 6000 RPM by

controlling maximum throttle-opening angles.
Vehicle speed is also limited by closing the throttle

valve before the maximum allowable speed is
reached. The DME unit provides the TD signal for
engine-speed limiting, while the instrument cluster
provides the vehicle-speed signal. Note: depending
upon the model year, the vehicle speed input may

be provided either by the instrument cluster or the
EKM (electronic body module).

trol, road speed, engine speed, braking input,
ABS/ASC+T torque request, transmission shift-
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BMW Glossary of Terms
ABS/ASC

Antilock brake w/automatic

ASC

Automatic stability control

ASC+T

Automatic stability
plus traction control

DK

Throttle motor

DKE

Engine output torque
(throttle increase)

DKR

Drag torque

DME

Digital Motor Electronics
(fuel injection)

EGS

Electronic transmission
control

EML

Electronic throttle control

FGR

Cruise control

LL

Idle contact signal

PWG

Pedal position switch

The heart of the system is the throttle-motor actua
tor (DK), located on each bank of the V-12 engine.
The motor uses bi-directional current flow to open
and close the throttle, according to various inputs
received by the EML computer. Synchronization of

TD

Engine speed signal

both DK valves is carried out by the EML computer
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Injector ON time
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Full load contact signal
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at idle. Based upon injector opening time (ti), the
DK valves are positioned to have no more than 1.7°
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difference in throttle angles. The idle motor and
harness connector terminals are gold plated.
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Using two current probes across each wire to the
idle motor shows a 1 msec current pulse through
the DK valve at 5 amps peak. The current probe is
set to lOmV/per amp, and each pulse shows a max
imum of 50mV. Two current pulses are visible
because current flow in a series circuit is the same
amount through all parts of the circuit. The "on
time" of this 5 amp pulse determines the opening
force of the throttle valve. A gear reduction unit
allows precise movement of the throttle plate.
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To open the throttle, power is supplied to one side
of the DK motor (Channel B), while a 1 msec pulse
to ground reaches the other side of the DK motor
(Channel A). This forward current pulse works
against the spring pressure in the DK motor. To
close the throttle valve, the direction of current
flow is reversed. Channel B is then supplied with a
pull to ground pulse, while Channel A becomes the
supply voltage to the DK motor. The reverse current
flow works with spring closing pressure.
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Electronic Throttle Control
1991 850i PWG Schematic
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The pedal-position sensor (PWG) is located above

the brake pedal, near the steering linkage, and is
connected through a linkage to the accelerator
pedal. There's no direct connection between the
accelerator pedal and the throttle plates, so a pair
of dual-return springs inside the PWG sensor
mimic the "feel" of a mechanical throttle-actuator.
The EML unit monitors the accelerator pedal posi
tion via an internal potentiometer, a 9° switch and
a safety switch wired to the brake switch.
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The PWG sensor is really three sensors in one. The
PWG potentiometer and the 9° switch give constant
feedback of accelerator pedal travel to the EML

unit. The EML unit provides a low voltage signal to
the DME units whenever the PWG voltage is low
and the 9° switch is inactive. As an additional safe
ty feature, the idle contact circuit is wired through
the brake pedal switch. This is to ensure a hard
ground to the DME units for fuel cutoff actuation,
thus limiting engine speed.
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I have tested the position of the 9° switch by plot
ting it versus the PWG potentiometer. Most throt
tles travel approximately 90° from a closed to open
position, so I used an "if, then" statement to test for
accuracy. If a throttle travels 90° in 400 msec, then

9° of throttle movement takes 40 msec. By using
the PWG potentiometer readings in the guide, I was
able to show the range of pedal travel as related to
throttle travel and their relationship to the 9°
switch. Formula: 90°=400 msec as 9° = 40 msec.
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The brake-activation switch contains two switches
in one housing, and is located near the PWG sensor
underneath the dash. The EML monitors a switch
that activates the brake lights when the pedal is
depressed. The other switch works in conjunction
with the released PWG pedal switch to provide an
additional brake-pedal depressed/idle-contact
input to the EML/DME control units. The voltage
on the brake light input switch goes "high" while
the brake pedal depressed voltage goes "low."
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Electronic Throttle Control
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The waveform above is the injector "on time" (ti)
from one bank of injectors controlled by the DME
unit. The EML unit is wired to the injector output
stage from one bank of each of the DME units. By

looking at the actual ti "on time" from each DME
unit, the EML can reposition the throttle plates

individually to achieve a balance between both
sides of the" V-12 engine. The V-12 is treated like
two separate 6 cylinder engines, each having its
own DME control unit.

It's a natural connection for the EML unit to also be

responsible for cruise control. The EML helps elim
inate the separate linkage or control unit found on
non-fly-by-wire systems. The cruise control switch
(FGR) is a two-wire, five-position control switch.
The switch contains various resistor values for
each position selected on the switch. The FGR is

supplied with 5 volts and the EML unit recognizes
the voltage drop across the selected resistor as a
separate input function.

The 3-tenninal sensor in the foreground is a dual-

NTC thermistor. Separate sections of the thermistor

are connected to each DME unit. The third terminal
is a return ground. The NTC sensor in the back

ground is used by the EML unit to determine
engine temperature. One of the criteria for achiev
ing throttle-valve synchronization is a coolant tem
perature that is 80° C or greater. The other function
of the coolant sensor is to provide increased throt
tle response with colder engine temperatures.

Always pull fault codes from the EML or DME
computer(s) before starting on any driveability
complaint. The AST 5510 provides fault-code
access to both DME units, as well as the EML unit.

The EML provides throttle-position information to

the DME units. A fault code in the DME units for
idle- or full-load contact could be traced back to

the EML unit. A defective DK potentiometer angle
or inoperative DK switch would be the root cause
for a idle or full-load fault in all three units.
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BMW

Electronic Throttle Control
Systems Interface

Control Unit I

The EML performs a self check when the ignition
switch is first turned ON. The EML warning light
illuminates for two seconds as a bulb check. If cer
tain hard faults are detected, the EML warning
lamp will stay on with a fault code stored in mem
ory. Substituted values are provided for engine
temperature, engine speed, and vehicle speed.

Vehicle speed from the instrument cluster is sent to
the EML unit. This signal is used for cruise control,
vehicle-speed limiting, and idle-speed regulation.

I Control Unit

The EML unit sends and receives signals to and
from various control units, as it controls engine
speed as related to overall vehicle stability. No mat
ter how strong the engine is, you won't be able to
do any smoky burn-outs by flooring the accelerator
pedal. The EML unit determines the proper throttle
opening to keep engine torque within acceptable
levels. The ABS/ASC systems also send requests
for torque reduction to the EML unit during corner
ing and braking to maintain vehicle stability.
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The ECU compartment box (e-box) is located

behind the right-front shock tower. The EML unit
uses a 55-pin connector similar to those found on

DME 1.1 through 1.3 systems. Also located inside
the e-box are both DME units, EGS unit and
ABS/ASC control unit. This 1991 850i used an 88pin connector on each DME control unit. A break
out box was used to check the various signals going
in and out of the EML unit (a JGM Automotive
Tooling breakout box is shown here).
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The above signal (DKE) is from the ABS/ASC con
trol unit to the EML unit on the same 1991 850L It
is a pulse width modulated signal from the
ABS/ASC, requesting the EML to increase throttle
angle (DKE). This signal was taken with the key
ON, engine OFF, and is a 100HZ fixed frequency
signal with a variable duty cycle. The DKE and
DKR sensors both send fixed frequency variable
duty cycle control signals to the EML unit from the

ABS/ASC control unit.
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